Target Market Determination
Personal Accident & Sickness Insurance
ShieldCover is a specialist division of East West Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd ABN 83 010 630 092,
Australia Financial Services Licence No. 230041 (ShieldCover). ShieldCover acts under a binding
authority granted to it by certain underwriters at Lloyd’s, the insurer of the ShieldCover Personal
Accident & Sickness product (Product).
This Target Market Determination for the Product (TMD) is effective from 30th of July 2021.

About this TMD
This TMD provides ShieldCover’s distributors with information regarding who the Product has been
designed for (target market), and other matters relevant to the distribution of the Product.
The TMD describes the customers within our target market based on their likely financial situation,
needs and obligations.
Customers should always refer to the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), and any Supplementary
Product Disclosure Statements (SPDS) that may apply to the Product, to ensure the product is right
for them.

Key terms, features and attributes of the Product
The Product provides a weekly benefit that replaces a portion of the income a covered person was
earning before they became unable to work due to sickness or accidental injury, in accordance with
the terms and conditions outlined in the PDS.
The following key terms, features and attributes of the Product will affect whether the Product is likely
to be suitable for the needs of the target market:

Summary of Cover
Weekly benefits paid during periods of temporary total disablement caused directly and solely
by injury
Weekly benefits paid during periods of temporary total disablement caused directly and solely
by sickness
Weekly benefits paid during periods of temporary partial disablement caused directly and
solely by injury or sickness
Lump sum benefits for death or total or permanent disability
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Optional benefits
Weekly fixed business expenses paid during the period of the covered person’s temporary
partial disablement or temporary total disablement are available as an optional benefit
Lump sum benefits for death or total or permanent disability

Key exclusions
x

No cover for deliberately self-inflicted or intentionally caused by the covered person
(including as a result of the long-term effects of drug or alcohol abuse)

x

No cover for mental or psychological conditions, diseases or disorders, or conditions that
arise as a consequence of treatment of these conditions

x

No cover for pre-existing conditions

Other key attributes
!

An ‘excess period’ may apply, during which no benefits are payable

!

Lump Sum benefits is subject to the percentage amounts shown on the Certificate of
Insurance

Who is within the Target Market for Personal Accident & Sickness
Insurance?
This product has been designed to provide financial protection for individuals earning income by
personal exertion, and employers, associations or others with obligations to individuals engaged,
employed, associated or involved with them, who, in the event of incapacity by injury or sickness of
the individuals:
• may require a period of recuperation
• will potentially lose income and may experience financial burden as a result of accidental
injury and sickness in the short term
• might require protection from optional benefits and levels of cover that tailor the cost and
cover provided by the insurance product to suit their specific circumstances

Customers within the Target Market
(Customers are likely to be within the target market if all the following conditions apply)
Customers who want protection for the income or the income of a covered person derives from
personal exertion in Australia.
Customers who want financial protection for:
•
•

an injury arising from an accident, where the covered person suffers temporary total
disablement or temporary partial disablement
sickness, where the covered person suffers temporary total disablement or temporary
partial disablement
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Covered persons aged up to 75 years
Customers who are self-employed in Australia (this is relevant only in relation to individual
customers seeking cover for their own personal exertion)

Customers NOT within the Target Market
(Customers are not likely to be within the target market if any of the following conditions apply)
x

Customers seeking cover that is protected covered by any workers compensation scheme in
their relevant State/Territory

x

Customers who want cover for individuals who require guaranteed renewable Life Insurance,
TPD Insurance, Trauma Insurance and/or Income Protection Insurance

x

Customers seeking cover for individuals who are domiciled outside of Australia

x

Customers seeking cover for individuals who are over the age of 75

x

Customers who wish to cover periods of incapacitation arising from any pre-existing
conditions

ShieldCover has determined that the Product is likely to be consistent with the likely objectives,
financial situation and needs of customers in the target market because:
•
•

it provides certainty about the source of income during a period of incapacitation (being the
agreed weekly benefit)
it covers a number of key events that are likely to result in an inability to earn an income
(being accidental injury or sickness)
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Distribution Conditions
Distribution
Arrangements

This Product can only be sold by ShieldCover via:

Distribution
Conditions

This Product can only be sold via ShieldCover’s approved application
system within the eligibility and underwriting rules. Some of the risk-based
eligibility and acceptance criteria include:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

the ShieldCover website by visiting [www.shieldcover.com.au]
customers requesting cover directly from ShieldCover via email
authorised representatives that have an agreement with
ShieldCover

claims history
age of covered person
occupation class
domiciled outside of Australia

Any quoting outside the system must always be referred to ShieldCover’s
authorised underwriters.
ShieldCover can only distribute the Product through Authorised
Representatives that have received adequate training from ShieldCover
and when they follow the guidance ShieldCover provides around the sale
of the Product (for example, regarding advertising the Product, the
application of underwriting guidelines and eligibility criteria, and
appropriate sales scripts).
Information about the Product, including its terms, is available on the
ShieldCover website and through distribution by the representatives
authorised to distribute the product.

These distribution conditions make it likely that the Product will only be distributed to customers that
fall within the target market because ShieldCover and its representatives have knowledge of the
Product’s cover, benefits and conditions, and the sales processes are specifically designed to prevent
customers outside the target market acquiring the Product.
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Reporting Obligations
All representatives responsible for distribution of the Product must provide ShieldCover with
complaints received about the Product through the following complaints process:
•
•
•
•

reports to be provided to ShieldCover in writing
reporting the number of complaints received about the Product during the reporting period
a brief summary about the nature of the complaint raised and any steps taken to address the
complaint
any general feedback received on the Product

The reports should include sufficient details about the complaint that would allow ShieldCover to
identify whether the TMD may no longer be appropriate to the class of customers.
All representatives responsible for distribution of the Product must also provide incident-based
reporting on key metrics required to allow ShieldCover to review this TMD, these metrics are set out in
the ‘TMD Reviews’ below.
Reporting Period: 3 monthly and no later than 10 business days after the agreed complaints
reporting period ends.

Dealings outside the target market
If the representatives responsible for the distribution of this Product become aware of a dealing
outside the target market that has not been approved by ShieldCover, they must report to
ShieldCover information such as:
•
•
•
•
•

the date (or date range) that the dealing occurred
description of the dealing and why it was not consistent with the TMD
details including whether the dealing is considered to be significant
how the dealing was identified
details of the steps or actions taken since identifying the dealing

Reporting Period: As soon as practicable and no later than 10 business days of the date on which
the Distributor became aware of the dealing.
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TMD Reviews
Review Period

The initial review of this TMD will occur no later than 2 years from the
date this TMD is first published and every 2 years thereafter.
The TMD will also be reviewed in the event of any of the review triggers
set out below.

What may trigger
a review prior to
periodic review
(review triggers)

The events or circumstances that may suggest the product is no longer
suitable to the target class of customers and would trigger a review (prior
to the scheduled periodic review date) include, but are not limited to,
ShieldCover becoming aware of:
•
•

•

•
•

a significant increase in the number of complaints relating to the
product received by ShieldCover or reported by distributors
a material changes to the product including Product Disclosure
Statement, information or assumptions upon which the target
market was formulated
a change of relevant law, regulatory guidance or industry code
which has a material effect on the terms or distribution of the
product
the product being distributed and purchased in a way that is
significantly inconsistent with this TMD
adverse trends in policy, feedback and claims data indicating the
product is not performing as expected by the customer, for
example with reference to metrics such as:
o the number of times the Product was issued renewed,
varied or cancelled in the reporting period
o claims ratios; and
o customer satisfaction
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